


A musical experience of Peruvian, Tropical, Andean and African-American rhythms 
with lyrics full of positive messages. Olaya Sound System live performance is a 
powerful wave that has turned the band into a confirmed reference of the 
alternative and contemporary music in Peru.  The band´s exploration began around 
2008 with a reggae that was quickly influenced by the native sounds of their land.

In 2017, the fourth album arrived: Musica del Mar. This evokes textures, sensations 
and aquatic themes. Produced by the peruvian musical producer Jesus “El Viejo” 
Rodriguez, this new material  explore and lead to the full expression of Olaya own 
sound.

“This production, in particular, have many songs with tropical and summer sounds; 
with lyrics full of unity and respect for nature messages”, commented Lorenzo 
Zolezzi, singer and lead guitar of the band.

With 4 albums, the band has turned in a reference of alternative and 
contemporany music in Peru. This take them to be part of many national and 
international music festivals with bands like Cafe Tacuba (Mexico), Sargento García 
(Francia), Chico Trujillo (Chile) and Systema Solar (Colombia). 

In 2015, the third album “Quién es Quién” was presented in a tour across the cities 
of the peruvian south. The next year, Olaya’s music arrived to Uruguay, Argentina 
and Chile for the o�cial presentation of the album in Latin America.

OLAYA’S WAVE

Videoclip - Agua de Manantial

Videoclip - Quiero Que Llueva

Videoclip - Desaparecer

“MÚSICA DEL MAR”

https://yout
u.be/BJszdL

QkWLE

https://yout
u.be/gQ-Ru
78rOmM

https://you
tu.be/cumz
7SJq9cs

http://selvamonosprod.org/new/es/artists/olayasoundsystem/

http://www.facebook.com/olayasoundsystem/

http://www.youtube.com/olayasoundsystem/

https://op
en.spotify.
com/artist
/6sVCc3Gj
CgPU7Vk
56h8Zi3

http://www.instagram.com/olaya_sound_system/



PRESS
“The band its one of the most promising in the 
peruvian musical scene.”  

Sounds and Colours

“The Olaya’s lyrics works like a scape door from 
the concrete jungle and avoid the city 
enclosure.”  

Diario 16

“The band have sounds of huayno and typical 
pentatonic melodies of andean music, without 
careless their essense of cumbia and reggae.”

Revista Somos

“The idea of mix the reggae with cumbia and 
ska showed up with naturalness in the band. 
The same happened with the influence of the 
andean and jungle sounds from Peru that Olaya 
Sound System take to remake in their songs.”

Escape

Olaya Sound System presents “Música del Mar”

DISCOGRAPHY

The fourth and most recently album of the band 
was presented in 2017. Their mix of rithyms 
that evokes to a aquatic world put them like a 
referent of the tropical contemporary music in 
Peru.

The third album was presented in 2015 and 
consolidate the band like one of the most active 
projects in the indie music scene in Peru.

This album was presented in 2012 and took the 
band a step ahead in the creation of their own 
sound with more influences of andean and 
tropical sounds.

Presented in 2010, is the debut album of the 
band. Full of reggae, dancehall and tropical 
sounds, is the faithful reflection of their rebels 
and strong start.

https://youtu.be/gSnS85hFBwM
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Lorenzo Zolezzi
Lead guitar, voice

Rodrigo Castillo
Drums

Matteo Bonora
Rithym guitar, voice

Jim Marlow
Minor percussion

Oscar Mauricio
Congas, voice

Alonso Rodriguez
Bass guitar


